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Welcome to Julys newsletter.

What can we say about July? It is definitely a month to talk about, the sun is shining, England almost came home!  
But, it is not all about football and sunshine... We are well and truly in the midst of our Fight camp for Amateur Kings 
on Sunday 15th July 2018, with many fighters coming over from Portugal and Holland. This is show is Amateur 
Kings third show and it is going from strength to strength with many titles being offered and defended.  Fighting 
on this show is Thea who will be facing Emilia from Lions Gym, Watford, these two girls have fought previously on 
Lions Muay Thai show with Emilia taking the win, so we are very much looking forward to Thea taking revenge!  Lilly 
Lawless Cook is once again returning competing at 45kg, Lilly has been training hard for this bout and we are very 
much looking forward to see her smash out those infamous low kicks. 

Debuting on Amateur Kings we have our personal trainer and fitness instructor Nat. Nat is looking forward to her 
debut and is ready to step up from interclubs.  We wish her every success.   Also debuting on this local show is Maks, 
age7,  who has been training at Storm for little over a year now and has proven he is a fighter and will be competing 
for a WKO Southern Area title.  We are pleased to announce that Tom Patsadlies is returning to Amateur Kings again.

Finally, we have Big Max fighting, on the last show he was stopped by a low kick so this is a rematch and we are all 
excited to see Max in action. 
 
Tickets are available from reception and will also be available on the door at £20.00.  
Chiltern Hotel, Luton, doors open 12, first fight at 1pm.

Jo Price from Northern Spirit.  The official write up of this fight claims that this is a strong contender for the fight of 
the night. Jo had the height advantage on Nicola who usually dominates her opponents with her range, so Nicola 
had to change her fight style to gain dominance in the three rounds. The atmosphere was electric from start to finish 
with both Nicola and Jo exchanging blow for blow kick for kick, but it was Nicola who kept the pressure on and this 
resulted in Nicola becoming the winner of the 4-woman tournament.

Mason Sloan was facing the toughest challenge to date, at 14 years old we have watched Mason grow into a 
formidable fighter with him competing for a World Title on SuperFight Series against a worthy opponent from 
Portugal.  Mason had the entire audience behind him and he listened to his coaches Amir and Aiden which resulted 
in him taking home the World Title belt to add to his ever growing collection of belts.  Mason is the first Storm Junior 
to win this sought after title and it is worth mentioning the first Junior in Luton to be named world champion. 

Antony is not called the War Machine for nothing!  He controlled his opponent delivering a series of successful 
knees, followed by combinations of punches and kicks.  This all worked in his favour with Antony winning.

Curtis once again fought against Jamil from Renegade, these two lads have met previously with Curtis winning, 
Jamil wanted a rematch and that is exactly what he got.  Both Curtis and Jamil were giving it everything, but the 
judges saw in Jamils favour.  We look forward tot he deciding fight as both Curtis and Jamil are eager to meet again 
in the ring.

Giannis ‘Greekboy ‘ Skordilis has been invited 
to fight on the prestigious Faith Fight show 
in China, 28th July 2018, he has been busy 
training hard in the gym in preparation for 
this show as well as teaching our beginners 
children’s classes 4 times a week and offering 
PT sessions.  Please see below our timetable 
for our childrens

June saw Storm Gym being 
represented at SuperFight Series in 
York Hall, Bethnal Green and we are 
delighted to say that our fighters, 
Nicola 'The Burmese Python' Barke, 
Mason 'Storm' Sloan, Antony 'War 
Machine' Okoli, Curtis Hughes and 
Nigel Thomas did us proud.  

Nicola was part of a 4-woman 
tournament facing Hannah Rosie in 
the first round, this was just a warm 
up for Nicola and she took the win 
with ease. In the Final round of the 
tournament Nicola was against 


